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- Co-investigator on a Research Collaboration Agreement with RaySearch Inc.
- Have a long-stranding and unapologetic bias towards biological modeling for outcome assessment and treatment individualization and a more recent bias towards multi-modality patient care

**BGRT: Biologically guided radiation therapy—The future is fast approaching!**
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Learning Objectives

▪ Understand some of the strengths and weaknesses of low and high linear energy transfer (LET) treatment options – past, present and future
▪ Gain an appreciation for how low and high LET treatments might be exploited to individualize and advance patient care
▪ Understand some of the drivers of patient care with palliative and curative intent in Radiation Oncology
▪ Provoke discussion and debate on forward-looking strategies to more fully exploit Radiation Oncology treatment modalities in combination with other Oncology care options
Local Tumor Control – Low and High LET Treatments

- Low LET MV x-rays are the dominate treatment modality and will remain so for the foreseeable future
  - Number of treatment facilities translates to rapid advances in auxiliary technologies for image guidance and motion management

- Low LET protons and high LET carbon reduce dose to normal tissue while delivering the same or better tumor control because of their finite range in tissue
  - Image guidance, motion management and intensity modulation lags several years behind what’s available in MV x-ray facilities. Patient QA and other concerns also arise because high LET radiations are more damaging to electronics than low LET radiations.
Comparison of MV x-ray and proton therapy plans

Figure 1: Protons vs Photons—Photon IMRT plan (left) and proton plan (right) to 79.2 GyE. CGE = cobalt gray equivalent; IMRT = intensity-modulated radiation therapy. Adapted, with permission, from Trofimov et al.[11]
Biological Effects of low and high LET Radiations

- At the cellular and sub-cellular levels, high LET radiation are far more damaging than low LET radiations
- **Relative biological effectiveness (RBE)** for $Z > 1$ ions (and fast neutrons) can reach 3-8 for some tumor targets compared to ~1.1 for protons

RBE is the dose of a low LET radiation divided by the dose of a high LET radiation that produces the same biological effect.
Fast neutron therapy – past and present

- **Fast neutrons**, a form of high LET radiation with an [RBE comparable to carbon ions](#), have depth-dose profiles similar to 6 MV x-rays
  - Initial clinical trials at UW used 22 MeV $^2$H$^+$ ions to produce neutrons. Depth-dose profile similar to $^{60}$Co (less skin sparing, sharper drop-off in dose)

- Failure of high LET fast neutron therapy in clinical trials conducted in the late 70’s and early 80’s primarily an engineering and technology failure
  - In ability to adequately spare normal tissue without sacrificing tumor coverage and dose

![Normalized depth-dose curve for nominal 10×10 cm$^2$ field](image)
Example – the Advantage of High LET Radiation

High LET radiations are effective at over-coming multiple mechanisms of radiation resistance, including tumor hypoxia.

Panels A and B: A 78-year-old man with Merkel Cell carcinoma of the scalp. The tumor had previously progressed through multiple courses of low LET radiation (~ 91 Gy) and immunotherapy.

Panel C and D: the cancer responded rapidly and completely responded after treatment with high LET fast neutrons at UW, (~ 18.4 Gy). Effective neutron RBE > 5.

The patient’s tumor eventually recurred, but was newly responsive to immunotherapy. He is cancer-free after 5 years.

Future - Intensity Modulated Neutron Therapy (IMNT)

- Engineering and technical advances in fast neutron therapy still lag behind MV x-rays
  - Lack of image guidance (e.g., CBCT) and motion management are main challenges
  - In past, have been limited to 3D conformal treatments

- IMRT is a feasible neutron treatment modality with the UW Clinical Neutron Therapy System (CNTS)
  - Has significant potential to reduce normal tissue toxicity (improve the therapeutic ratio)
DVH of 3DCRT and IMNT Plans for right parotid
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Big idea #1 for multi-modality cancer care

- MV x-rays have superior technologies for image guidance and motion management than protons, high LET neutrons and other Z > 1 ions
  - Have inability to overcome mechanisms of intrinsic radiation resistance and tumor hypoxia

- High LET carbon ions and fast neutrons have a unique ability to overcome multiple mechanisms of radiation resistance, including the effects of tumor hypoxia
  - Normal tissue toxicity and lack of advance image guidance and motion management hamper the clinical usefulness of high LET external beam radiation therapy (also, current lack of facilities within the U.S.)

Idea: target (radiation resistant) gross disease with high LET radiation and tight margins. Treatment sub-clinical disease with image-guided MV x-rays
- High LET radiation overcomes regions of tissue resistant to low LET MV x-rays
- MV x-rays target sub-clinical disease (little or no hypoxia, lower tumor cell burden) to minimize damage to dose-limiting normal tissue
Radiation-Induced Abscopal Effects

- Patient with progressive merkel cell carcinoma with multiple tumors on the face
- Progressed while on pembrolizumab (anti-PD1 immunotherapy)
- Surgery and two rounds of palliative MV x-rays
- Five most symptomatic lesions (circled in red) were treated with $2 \times 3$ Gy neutron with fractions separated by one week while continuing on pembrolizumab
- One month later (right panels), treated lesions exhibited a complete response. An additional 4 lesions outside the treated areas (blue circles) also had a complete response, suggesting an adaptive, anti-tumor immune response.
- Anti-tumor activity induced by high LET treatment but not the low LET treatment.

Big idea #2 for multi-modality cancer care

- For patient with metastatic disease, radiation therapy is often used with palliative intent and as a last line of defense after first-line immunotherapy and chemotherapy treatments.

- **Might it be advantageous to use immunotherapy in combination with radiation therapy as a first-line treatment (curative intent) for patients with metastatic disease?**
  - Seems quite possible that the doses needed to trigger adaptive, anti-tumor activity are well below the tolerance dose for dose-limiting normal tissues.
  - Could also target one or a few lesions with radiation rather than all lesions.

- Also, might it be advantageous to use high LET radiations to stimulate anti-tumor immune responses rather than a low LET (MV x-ray or proton) radiation treatment?
Conclusions

- It is worth thinking about the “big picture” strengths and weaknesses of individual treatment modalities. Then, look for opportunities to offset the weaknesses of one treatment modality with the strength of another treatment modality.
- Gains from individualized multi-modality treatment approaches may be huge!

Thank you!